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Instant Team
Communication
Always be in contact with your
teams, whether at the desk
or on the go, Team on the run allows
for instant one-to-one or
one-to-many conversations.

TURN YOUR
SMARTPHONE
INTO
THE ULTIMATE
NEW GENERATION
CLOUD
PUSH TO TALK
APP
My Business
My Business allows replacing
and automating your existing
paper based workﬂows, speed up
approvals and enhances overall
efficiency in your business processes.
Forms and workﬂows can be easily
created with intelligent widgets
and distributed to the workforce
instantly, allowing for agile
and continuously
improving processes.

Secured
Team on the run replaces insecure
public communications tools,
thereby clearly separating private
from business communication
and preventing data and information
leakage while keeping
the ease-of-use and efficiency
of a messenger app.

Fleet Management
Our solution aligns perfectly in the transportation space
allowing both drivers and dispatchers seamless contact
with one another via PTT, channels, and geolocation
tracking for drivers.

Healthcare
Our application is HIPAA Compliant, offering a secure,
critical communication messaging solution.
With Team on the run, at home nurses can now show
proof through My Business clock-in/out widget (EVV
Compliant).

Utilities
Utility companies work in some of the most strenuous
environments, that's where providing a solution that
doesn't crack under pressure is key. Emergency alerts,
integration with LMR radios, and task management
ensure that work ﬂows stay clear and concise under
any condition.

Facility Management
The demand for performance and manpower efficiencies with
limited resources has been a challenge for Facility Management.
With team on the run automated digital workﬂow, patrol route and
communication collaboration capabilities enable the ﬁeld teams to
operate more efficiently. An efficient and reliable communication
system is essential to coordinate all activities seamlessly, digital
forms can be updated in real-time, the business operations process
can be carried out uninterrupted on and off line. Our live operations
range from property management in world cities commercial
buildings, airports, to factories and warehouses.

Team on the run,

Digital Transformation Unleashed
Team on the run is designed from the ground up to funnel

your everyday business needs through an all in one business
communication platform. Allowing you to send messages,
calls, share documents, stream live video, and set your entire
company up via our corporate directory and administration
portal. Our software is structured to put you in the driver seat
of your business and take control of the things that mater
most to you.
Key Beneﬁts:
• Processes run on a communications platform

• Share information instantly and easily

• Protect sensitive information

• Keep track of all exchanges

• Separate private and public communications

• Ease of deployment without heavy investment

• Directory at a glance with push updates

• Outstanding user experience boosting
employee engagement and efficiency

• Locate teams anytime anywhere
• Structure your teams for instant,
efficient departmental and group communications

{ } API
Dispatch Management
Service API
With our service API, team on the run is able to
integrate with 3rd party systems, the platform
can be expanded to adapt to different
customers operational logics and generate
additional value and revenue by connecting to
people, process, place and technology.
The service API allows an Internet-of-Things
(IoT) platform connect to team on the run by
sending alarm messages and trigger My
Business workﬂows that enables fully
automated processes and workﬂows based on
input from an unlimited number of sensors in
the ﬁeld, in situations such as contamination
preemption to real time leakage detection,
intrusion prevention, temperature control, to
name just a few.

Team on the run WebChat offers all the
convenience of the mobile app on a web
browser interface for users who prefer to work
from laptop or desktop. The WebChat interface
is also a comprehensive dispatching platform.
Dispatchers can check the location of any user,
or group of users, through a simple user
interface; as well as monitor data such as
location history, speed, or time spent idle. Using
our powerful Web RTC based platform, a
dispatcher can monitor multiple groups or
channels of users and communicate with them
via PTT, two way VoiP or instant message. Team
on the run also provides the ability for
dispatchers to send ﬁles or even location
data – which can help team members stay on
track and avoid wasting valuable time searching
for information or addresses.

Flexibility for a remote workforce
Team on the run can provide an instant
enterprise “Communication and Collaboration”
solution with company directory, easy to set up
user groups, multimedia functions and
geolocation tracking. A global workforce may
not be desk bound and not all staff have email
(construction workers, maintenance team,
service staff). Team on the run can link all your
coworkers up, enable a sense of belonging to
the company, increase productivity, and
establish channels for the management to
communicate with all staff and does not leave
anyone out of the communication loop.

